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“Fore!” — pros & celebs meet for the

annual fundraiser
By Colin Bockman

Monday, Feb. 8 kicks off the
annual week-long AT&T Pebble
Beach Pro-Am golf tournament.
Practice rounds will run through
the week prior, beginning
Feb. 1. Celebrities such as Mark
Wahlberg, Carson Daily, Chris
O’Donnell and Toby Keith
are among some of the golfers
who will play alongside pros
such as Dustin Johnson, Luke
Guthrie, Fredrik Jacobson and
Tyler Aldridge.
The tournament was started
by actor/singer Bing Crosby in
1937 and continues to be a wellknown spot on the PGA Tour.
Past winners include Pat Perez,
Jim Renner, Padraig Harrington
and Paul Goydos
Monterey Peninsula Founda
tion is a beneficiary of the event.
In the 2014-15 fiscal year, the
Monterey Peninsula Foundation
donated $9.1 million for local
nonprofits throughout Monterey,
Santa Cruz and San Benito coun
ties, according to the AT&T Peb
ble Beach Pro-Am website. Also,
the grant programs set up by the
Monterey Peninsula Founda

tion assist hundreds of nonprofit
organizations.
Dave Rudolph, a veteran
martial since 2000 and student
at California State Universi
ty, Monterey Bay (CSUMB),
has built quite the repertoire of
memories volunteering at Pebble
Beach. In what will be his 17th
straight year, he looks forward to
his job that ensures everyone’s
safety as he and fellow marshals
stand between the golfers and
crowds of spectators (up to 500
at times), maintaining a safe at
mosphere for both parties.
A common duty calls for Ru
dolph to pinpoint rowdy people
in the crowd and pick what he
calls the last good moment to
speak in a commanding voice:
“Quiet please!” Which is fol
lowed by a polite: “Thank you.”
Over the years, Rudolph has
watched many celebrity golf
ers play, from Bill Murray, Joe
Montana, Kenny G. and even
got to throw John El way’s golf
ball back to him once. One of
the most difficult tasks he has
had was making Gov. Gray Da
vis and his security escorts stop,
while a golfer swung away. He
remarks that: “they were very
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Wide shot of pebble beach golf course
cordial about it and I ended up
with a compliment. They were a
nice group.”
In comparison with other fund
raisers, Rudolph is very pleased
with the way the AT&T Pebble
Beach Pro-Am is ran: “1 recall
hanging out all day with a civic
service group, raising $35 per

man and thinking I could have
sent in a check for that much
and spent the day with my boys
(his sons).”
As there is no parking onsite
for the tournament, a free shuttle
will be running from the satel
lite parking lot on the CSUMB
campus. For $15, shuttles from

Monterey pick up and drop off
at Cannery Row and Prescott, as
well as the Monterey Conference
Center. Another shuttle departs
and drops off at the Pacific Grove
Museum of Natural History in
Pacific Grove and costs $20.
Tickets purchased before Feb.
1 are $50 per day before increas

ing to $60. Children ages 12 and
under are free with an adult ticket
holder. On Wednesday, Feb. 10,
the tournament recognizes the
military, law enforcement and
firefighters. Officials from any of
the three organizations, as well
as one guest per person, are ad
mitted free with proper ID.

CSUMB receives largest
donation in history

Be a
Catalyst!

By

CSUMB Communications

By Andres Hernandez

Students at California State
University,
Monterey
Bay
(CSUMB)
provided
85,000
hours of service through ser
vice learning courses alone in
the 2014-2015 academic year.
Within the same year, the Cata
lyst Center officially became the
central hub for volunteer oppor
tunities outside of the Service
Learning Institute.
In the Catalyst Center’s first
year, more than 3,000 voluntary
community service hours were
officially logged with much more
lacking record due to a system
which was still in development.
The Catalyst Center exists to
connect students to the commu
nity through strong partnerships

.

Anthony Contreras, senior Kinesiology Major

Catalyst Center volunteer coor
dinator, speaking on the impor
tance of community service.
Moreno mentioned his journey
through service as being one that
took on many forms. From work
ing with children at the Boys and
Girls Club of Monterey Coun
ty to serving a year as a team
member for City Year in Miami,
Fla., Moreno found his calling.
He hopes to work with students
learning English as a second lan
guage in the near future.

“It’s about appreciating
the little things in life. It’s really
impactful to young minds”
with community members and
organizations. Student orga
nizations look to the Catalyst
Center for open doors to ser
vice opportunities throughout
Monterey County.
The Catalyst Center is in the
community looking for service
opportunities to meet the de
mands of students and vice ver
sa. Those opportunities vary.
You can do anything from plant
trees and shrubs with Return of
the Natives, to volunteering time
to provide tax return workshops
and assistance through the Unit
ed Way of Monterey County.
From the beginning of the fall
2015 term through the month
of November, students record
ed 1,433 hours of community
service. Of those hours, 395 are
credited to the efforts of Alexan
dria Lopez, according to Catalyst
Center records.
“Not only can we identify the
issues in our community, but we
can find ways to remove those
issues,” said Eduardo Moreno
Jimenez, AmeriCorps VIP and

Moreno can be found work
ing alongside Yuri Lara, 2015
CSUMB graduate, in the Cata
lyst Center space located in the
east lounge of the CSUMB Stu
dent Center. The duo serves as
the main points of contact for
students looking to volunteer in
Monterey County.
Students find value in serv
ing the community. It provides
opportunities to extend one’s
network and draws individu
als to self reflection. Some stu
dents see themselves as part of a
powerful cycle.
“It’s about appreciating the
little things in life. It’s really
impactful to young minds. Kids
remember when someone older
helps them. They look up to them
and some feel the need to return
the favor when they get older,”
said Anthony Contreras, senior
Kinesiology major.
Contreras speaks to the impor
tance of impacting youth through
positions of privilege and creat
ing a cycle of positive interaction
within local youth. He acknowl-
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edged that knowing someone
looked up to him and appreciated
his time was sufficient return on
invested time.
Aside from self enlightening
experiences and establishing
new connections, providing ser
vice is beneficial to building an
outstanding resume. Volunteer
opportunities provide unique ac
cess to hands on learning and ap
plication of knowledge learned
in the classroom setting.
“Sometimes it can be hard to
get work experience that em
ployers look for on a resume.
Volunteering can allow for those
experiences without the pressure
of a hiring process or exclusion
from those activities due to a hir
ing process,” said Moreno.
The spring term brings with
it exciting events such as the
Cesar Chavez Challenge which
provides a platform for campus
organizations, as well as individ
uals, to continue their positive
impact on CSUMB’s surround
ing cities and to be recognized
for their efforts. The week long
challenge will begin March 28
and conclude April 2.
Until then, students can con
nect with the Catalyst Center via
the Catalyst Center web page at
csumb.edu/catalystcenter which
hosts a monthly calendar of ser
vice events, or by paying a visit
to the Catalyst Center located in
the Student Center east lounge.

Spring into your semester
with the Catalyst Center!
Connecting Campus to
Community one service
opportunity at a time.

Joel and Dena Gambord of
Pebble Beach have made a
$10 million gift to California
State University, Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) to establish two en
dowed professorships, fund stu
dent scholarships and set up an
entrepreneurship fund.
In recognition of the gift, the
CSU Board of Trustees has ap
proved the naming of CSUMB’s
newest academic building as
the Joel and Dena Gambo
rd Business and Information
Technology Building.
“Our campus is very honored
by this generous gift from Joel
and Dena Gambord, the larg
est gift ever given to CSUMB,”
President Eduardo Ochoa told
the board. “Joel and Dena Gam
bord together have been success
ful in real estate development in
California, applying their tena
cious work ethic, entrepreneurial
spirit and strong sense of com
munity responsibility.”
An endowed professorship
in Joel Gambord’s name will be
established in business entrepre
neurship; the endowed profes
sorship in Dena Gambord’s name
will be in nursing.
Dena and Joel Gambord:
“We feel we have been blessed
by the good fortune during our
lifetime to have the resources to
create an opportunity to assist
others in our community,” the
Gambords said in a statement.
“The goal of our gift to CSUMB
is to provide the university with
the ability to expand and enhance
its
entrepreneurial
program
where students will learn to start
and maintain a successful busi
ness enterprise, giving employ
ment to themselves and others.”
The gift will create an en
trepreneurship fund for stu
dents, to help them research,
build and launch products from
concept to market.
“In addition, we are eager
to supplement the already es
tablished nursing program at
CSUMB that trains Registered
Nurses and Bachelor of Science
in nursing for the health care

Joel and Dena Gambord
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Business & Technology Building (BIT Building)

needs of both a growing and
aging population.”
President Ochoa added: “We
are grateful for this generous and
extraordinary gift. It will have
a transformative impact on our
campus for many years and gen
erations to come.”
The Gambords are long
time California residents from
modest backgrounds.
Dena’s family moved from
Oklahoma in 1936, during the
Dust Bowl era, and settled in Car
mel Valley. Her mother worked
in the sardine canneries in Mon
terey and her father worked as a
carpenter building Fort Ord.
Joel’s family came from East
ern Europe to America through
Canada just before the turn of the
century. They moved to the Unit
ed States, settling in Los Angeles
in 1901.
Joel worked at the family meat
packing business before being
drafted into the Army during the
Korean War. He spent time in
boot camp at Fort Ord.
Joel said: “As the 40’s were
ending, we began looking to the
future of a growing country. Cali
fornia was booming, people were
coming from all over the country
to the Golden State where oppor
tunity was every where.”
After his release from the

service, Joel began his career
in real estate development and
construction. He was a director
of the National Association of
Home Builders and also served
in the International Executive
Service Corp., a function at that
time of the Agency for Interna
tional Development.
In Los Gatos after they were
married, Joel and Dena lived
for over 30 years in the Monte
Sereno home that John Steinbeck
and his wife Carol built in 1936.
It was where Steinbeck wrote
“Grapes of Wrath” and “Of Mice
and Men.”
All through the years they
lived in Monte Sereno, Dena
wanted to get back to the Mon
terey Peninsula where her life
in California began. In 2000,
they discovered what was to be
their new home in Pebble Beach.
This is where they live today
in retirement.
Family real estate holdings,
investments and their business
ventures have allowed the Gam
bords to build their philanthropic
base. They have been active with
the Community Foundation of
Monterey County since 2013.
establishing a charitable foun
dation focused on support of or
ganizations involved in training
and placing service dogs.
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Briana Macke
y
Editor in Chief

Letter from
the Editor
New year means new paper!
Well, kind of. Although external
ly the Otter Realm hasn’t made
any changes, it’s what’s on the
inside that counts.
This semester we have a
new set of staff reporters bring
ing a different flow of articles
and ideas which I am excited

to publish. In addition we will
have a new flare to the design
of our newspaper since LaMar
cus Bailey, Production Manag
er, and Raquel Miller, Assistant
Production Manager will be the
two in charge.
Estella Porras and Sam Rob
inson are returning as advisors,
with Toutoua Vang, our Web De
signer, and Maria Becerra, our
Multimedia Manager. As always,
gracing us with his intricate il
lustrations is Andre Sitolini, a
second year CART major. His
cartoons are a great example of
how the Otter Realm wants to
showcase student talents.

We highly encourage Califor
nia State University, Monterey
Bay (CSUMB) students and the
community to share their pas
sions and voices by submitting
creative writings or art to be fea
tured in the newspaper.
Last semester my goal as Ed
itor was to create a news cycle
encompassing the essence and
importance of our community.
Which is what I feel we accom
plished and will continue to do so
in the future. The Otter Realm is
here to challenge the way people
think and create conversations.
We want the students, staff,
faculty and community to know

that we are here to listen and
are always open to story sug
gestions. If anyone has possible
events, story ideas or concerns,
please feel free to email us at
otterrealm @ csumb .edu.
You can also find us on
Twitter,
Instagram,
Face
book and Snapchat searching
@OtterRealm.
Another goal of mine was to
exceed the eight awards the Otter
Realm took home at the Califor
nia College Media Association’s
annual Excellence in Student
Media Awards ceremony in
2014. I am thrilled to announce
that we are nominated for nine

awards this year: Best News Se
ries, Best Non-Breaking News
Story, Best Newspaper Column,
Best Features Photograph, Best
Photo Illustration, Best Head
line Portfolio, Best Special Issue/Section, Best Website and
Best Podcast.
None of this could have been
possible without the hard work
and dedication from previous
and current staff members. I
would not want to represent a
better group of people in Feb
ruary at the conference. With a
new semester comes new oppor
tunities and we are ready to see
what 2016 may bring!

Staff reporters and their areas of news expertise. Contact them if you have news.

Chris Bannister

Emily Bautista

Jamara Bernard

Jen Calcagno

Caroline Carroll

Patricia Cruz

Automotive News

College of Education

Environment

Technology

Family Resources & Issues

Latin@ Community

Samantha DeLeon

Pogue Devine

College of Health Science &
Human Services

Louisa Davies-Brazil

iQy

Ollaham

Sarah Espinosa

California News

Student Government/ OSU/ Clubs

Explore Monterey Bay

Sports

Housirig & Residential Life

Belen Fernandez

Karen Garcia

Nick Johnson

Tori Johnson

Samantha Luna

Patricia Martinez

College of Arts, Humanities, &
Social Sciences

Environment

General News

President's & Provost's Offices

Sports

College of Science

Jacqueline Mendez

Joel Morales

Benedicte Olsen

Sean Roney

Seana Saladrigas

Christopher Siders

City of Seaside

College of Business

Otter Abroad

World Theater/ BBC

Campus Police

Memoirs of a Male Feminist

Ryan Sigala

Charlemagne Tertulien

Stefanie Tyler

Justin Uemura

Denise Zacarias

Movies

Healthcare

City of Marina

City of Salinas

Events

Lupe Becerra

Raquelle Miller

Andre Sitolini

Toutoua Vang

Estella Porras

Cartoonist

Webmaster

Multimedia Manager

Assistant Production Manager

Advisor

LaMarcus Bailey
Production Manager

Sam Robinson
Advisor
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Welcome to the 2015-16
academic year, from

President Ochoa

President Eduardo Ochoa

I would like to take this oppor
tunity to welcome all of you back
for our spring semester. I hope
everyone was able to reunite
with family and friends over the
holidays and return refreshed for
the semester ahead.
One notable change at our uni
versity this spring will be how
the semester ends. For the first
time, we will be holding two
commencement ceremonies, at
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. on May 21 at
Freeman Stadium.

csumb.edu

students bring more different
points of view and life experi
ences, and help create a richer
learning environment. That is
particularly the case with our
rising number of international
students. The Monterey Penin
sula has long been a magnet for
foreign visitors; in coming years,
I believe our campus will take on
an increasingly international fla
vor as well.
However, growth also brings
challenges. As administrators,

“The continued growth of our university is
good news. More students bring more different
points of view and life experiences, and help
create a richer learning environment"

faculty and staff, we must all
work to maintain the personal
ized atmosphere that attracts so
many of our students to Califor
nia State University, Monterey
Bay (CSUMB).
We are working to put addi
tional resources into our Personal
Growth and Counseling Center,
to provide more services to stu
dents who need them.
The recent campus climate
survey, administered by the Of
fice of Inclusive Excellence, had
strong participation from the
student body. The results will be
shared with the campus commu
nity through the early spring.
In addition, I will continue to
meet with students to hear first
hand about their experiences
at CSUMB so we can build on
what is working and address ar
eas needing improvement.
As always, students them
selves play a central part in cre
ating a positive campus culture.
Build mutual support systems,
reach out to fellow students who
are having trouble. Offer a help
ing hand or an understanding ear.
While the innovations and
the stresses of modern life are
all around us, in some ways, the
human condition hasn’t changed
much since the age of Plato, who
said: “Be kind, for everyone you
meet is fighting a harder battle.”
I wish all of you a produc
tive, enjoyable, challenging
— and compassionate — spring
semester.

Our graduating classes have
simply outgrown our capacity
to hold a single ceremony at the
stadium. While we briefly con
sidered the possibility of more
spacious off-campus sites, we
did not want to give up the tra
dition of hosting commencement
here on campus.
The change to two ceremonies
will allow us to allocate six tick
ets to each graduate, giving more
friends and family members a
chance to participate in this mile
stone event.
The continued growth of our
university is good news. More

CAMPUS 3

AS
President
Emma
Rchardson
A letter from
Associated
Students
Fellow Otters,
To our returning California
State University, Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) Otters, welcome back
from break. I hope your time off
was rejuvenating and you are
ready for an excellent spring se
mester.
For those of you who are new
to CSUMB, welcome to the Ot
ter family! We at the Associated
Students are ecstatic to welcome
you to your new university home.
This campus and its surrounding
community have a plethora of op
portunities for CSUMB students.
On campus, there are dozens
of clubs and sports clubs, intra
mural sports and the opportuni
ty to be involved in an umbrella
organization like the Associated
Students. We are pleased to have
you here!
For those that are unfamiliar
with the Associated Students or
ganization and what we do, we
are the official student body orga
nization on campus that serves to
represent students in all areas of
concern. Our priority is to advo
cate for students and ensure that
the students’ voices are heard at
the administrative level.
We offer services to our stu
dents through programming,
scholarships, club funding and
others. We also advocate for
students at the local and state
wide levels through the Califor
nia State Student Association.
Through our lobbying efforts, we
ensure that our legislators un
derstand that CSU students are a
priority.
Our office is in Room 125 of
the Student Center. The door is
always open and students are
always welcome to come in and
meet us, provide feedback or ex
press a concern.
As we begin the spring se
mester, Associated Students is
gearing up for elections for the
2016-2017 academic year. Being
involved in the Associated Stu
dents provides the opportunity
to make change on campus, de-

AS President Emma Richardson

velop leadership skills and to be
come connected to the students
at CSUMB.
We are hosting an elections
workshop for students who want
to learn more before deciding to
run. The workshop will be held in
the West Lounge of the Student
Center on Wednesday, Jan. 27
from 6 to 8 p.m.. This is a place
to learn about the organization,
the individual positions and the
elections process. Elections pack
ets are available now in the Asso
ciated Students’ office and at the
front desk of the Student Center.
I am so thankful for the priv
ilege to serve as your Associated
Students President. I hope to
meet as many students as I can in
this final semester of my CSUMB
career. If any students have ques
tions, comments, concerns or any
feedback, I am available by email
at aspresident@csumb.edu. The
other Associated Students of
ficers are also so pleased to be
serving the wonderful students at
CSUMB.
Thank you for reading and
have a great spring here at MB.
GO OTTERS!
Emma Richardson
AS President

csumb.edu

Contact

Associated Students
President:
aspresident@csumb.edu

Vice President:
asvicepresident@csumb.edu

Chief Operations Officer:
asoperations@csumb.edu

Chief Financial Officer:

asfinance@csumb.edu
Chief Programming Officer:

asprogramming@csumb.edu
Chief Communications Officer:
ascommunications@csumb.edu

College Senators:
academics@csumb.edu

Environmental Senator:

asenvironmental@csumb.edu

Cultural Enrichment Senator:
ascultural@csumb.edu

Athletics Senator:

AS

asathletics@csumb.edu

Director of Statewide

Affairs/Lobby Corps:
asstatewideaffairs@csumb.edu

Associated Students
CSU Monterey Bay

Director of Community Affairs:
ascommunityaffairs@csumb.edu
Director of Auxiliary Affairs:

asauxiliaryaffairs@csumb.edu
General:
as@csumb.edu

YOCO (you only college once)
Make the
most out of
your years on
the Monterey
Peninsula
By Katie Kishi
Photo by Katie Kishi

A pebble beach at Point Lobos

Class of 2016, we only have
one semester left before we im
merse ourselves in the real world.
And all other students, Califor
nia State University, Monterey
Bay’s (CSUMB) graduation will
be here in the blink of an eye.
Before we face the change from
school to career, we have one last
chance to make the most of our
college years. As we have lived
on the Monterey Peninsula for
almost four years now, we know
it is a place full of adventure. But
before we graduate and some of
us move away, there are some
things we must see and do in
the area.

out the location with access to
the slough. This spot gives the
opportunity to kayak in calmer,
quieter waters rather than in the
open ocean. It is known for being
an ideal spot for birders and pho
tographers.

Monterey:

Cannery Row is filled with shops of Pacific Grove, are the perfect
and restaurants. As seniors, by spots to watch the sunset.
now you’ve probably visited at
Asilomar State Beach:
least once. If you haven’t, at least
Continue along Ocean View
take the opportunity to go to the
Monterey Bay Aquarium one Boulevard and onto Sunset Drive
time with your free student pass. to get to beautiful Asilomar
Beach. Located on the furthest
edge of the Peninsula, this beach
Kayaking and stand-up
is home to rocky coves and a trail
paddleboarding:
that
runs through dunes.
A beautiful, sunny day is the
perfect time to be out on the
water. Rent a kayak or a stand
Carmel:
up paddleboard from CSUMB’s
Outdoor Rec office in the Student
Ocean Avenue:
Center and head out to Old Fish
Head South into Carmel on the
erman’s Wharf to get up close weekend for a day of shopping
and personal with marine life.
on Ocean Avenue. This street

Alvarado Street Farmers’
Market:
Every Tuesday from 4-7 p.m.,
sellers set up booths in downtown
Monterey with clothing, flowers,
local produce and other trinkets.
Be sure to check out some of the
local cafes and restaurants on
Pacific Grove:
Alvarado Street such as Cafe Tri
Moss Landing:
este, Plumes and Alvarado Street
Lover’s Point:
Brewery and Grill as you walk
Elkhorn Slough:
Take a stroll along Ocean
Head north on Highway 1 for the farmers’ market.
View Boulevard and stop at
a day of hiking, kayaking, bird
Lover’s Point Beach or Park for
Cannery Row:
ing or fishing at Elkhorn Slough.
Arguably the most popular a picnic or photo opportunity.
There are several parks, beach
es and wildlife areas through tourist destination in Monterey, Here, and in most other areas

Big Sur Cliffs

ing trails through forests as well
as along the coast. Point Lobos is
known for being a perfect scuba
diving and whale watching spot.
It is also home to sea lions, seals
and otters.

Big Sur:

Bixby Creek Bridge:
If you drive for just about 13
miles south of Carmel, you’ll
reach the 83-year-old bridge.
This 714-foot long bridge is one
of the most popular spots in Big
Sur to take photos. Whether look
ing from the north, south or even
from inland out to the ocean, this
contains many local stores, art scenic bridge is a great view as
galleries and restaurants. It also the sun sets.
leads down to the white sands of
Carmel Beach, where you can
The Gorge:
spend the evening having a bon
Located in Pfeiffer Big Sur
State Park, this swimming hole
fire with friends.
is a hidden gem slightly off the
beaten path. At the back of the
Point Lobos:
This site is home to many hik park is the Gorge Trail that trav

Photo by LaMarcus Bailey

els along a river. There are sever
al pools throughout the trek, but
the Gorge is somewhat harder
to get to. The trail leads to large
boulders and conquering these
leads to the narrow gorge. The
best time to access the Gorge is
in the summer months, early fall
and late spring.

As we approach our last se
mester of senior year, we are
immersed in work, capstones
and the job hunt, but these things
should not blind us to the fun we
could experience in our last se
mester as undergraduates. Taking
advantage of the many opportu
nities on the Monterey Peninsula
can help us have a final semester
we won’t regret. Take some time
out of your last days at CSUMB
to break from the stress of school
and explore the beauty of the
area.
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CSUMB Resources
General

4:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday: 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Second Ave and Divarity St.

Library
(831) 582-3733
Monday - Thursday: 8 a.m. - midnight
Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday: 2 p.m. - midnight
Divarty Street

World Theater
(831) 582-4580
Monday - Friday: 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

IT help desk
Student Center

Call (831) 582-4357 (HELP)
Monday - Thursday: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Fridays: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturdays: 10:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Sundays: 2 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Tanimura and Antle Library

(831)-582-3329
Monday - Thursday: 7 a.m. - midnight
Friday: 7 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday: 10 a.m. -10 p.m.
Sunday: 4 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Building 12

Tech Rent

Bookstore

otter.techrent@gmail.com
Monday, Wednesday & Friday:
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday: 9:30 a.m. -11 a.m.
Hours may change unexpectedly.
Heron Hall, Room 155

(831) 883-1062
Regular hours:
Monday - Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday: 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Sunday: Closed
Inside University Center

Otter Cycle Center
Student Housing and
Residential Life

(831) 582-4617
cyclecenter@csumb.edu
Monday - Friday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Student Center

(831) 582-3378
Monday - Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Inside Student Center

CSUMB Night Walk Service
831-655-0268
24 hours a day, 7 days a week

East Campus Housing and
Residential Life
(831) 582-4802
Monday - Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
601 Thomas Drive

Alliance Residential Company
(831) 883-3157
Monday - Friday: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
601 Thomas Ct. East Campus

(831) 582-3937
Monday - Friday: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Walk-Ins every Wednesday:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Tanimura and Antle Library, 3rd floor

First Year Seminar Program
831-582-3806
9 a.m. - 3 p.m., Tuesday/Thursday
1 p.m. - 5 p.m., Monday/Wednesday
Tanimura and Antle Library

Monday - Friday:
12 p.m. - 2 p.m.

Friday: 7 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday: 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sunday: 12 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Inside Student Center

Otter Express
Monday - Friday: 11 a.m. - midnight
Saturday - Sunday: 2 p.m. - midnight
Main Quad

Associate Director: (831) 582-3777

Peet's
Monday - Thursday: 7:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Last Name: A-F & Q-R
Ana Martinez | (831) 582-3758

Friday: 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Saturday: Closed
Sunday: 4 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Inside the Library

Last Name: G-P
Johanna Mahoney | (831) 582-3765

Monte's

Last Name: S-Z
Ashlie McCallon | (831) 582-4077

(831) 582-5020
Monday - Friday:
Lunch: 11:30 p.m. - 2 p.m.
Sunset Specials: 4 pm - 5:30 p.m.
Dinner: 5:30 pm - 9 p.m.
Saturday - Sunday: Closed
Inside University Center

Extended Education Students
Adriana Zarazua | (831) 582-4078
Building 47, Student Services

Campus Service Center
(831) 582-5101
Monday - Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Building 47, Student Services

Health

Admissions

Health Center

831-582-3738
Building 47, Student Services

(831) 582-3965
Monday - Friday: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Building 80

Cooperative Learning Center
(Formerly known as ASAP)

Center for Advising, Career,
and Student Success

Starbucks
Monday - Thursday: 7 a.m. - midnight

Financial Aid Office

Dr. Ronnie Higgs
(831) 582-4363
Building 47, Student Services

Emergency: 911
Non-emergency: (831) 655-0268
Emergency conditions: (831) 582-5044
Building 82, Valley Hall

Aquatic Center

Student
Services

Vice President of Student Affairs
and Enrollment Services

University Police

(831) 582-3031
Monday - Friday: 6 a.m. - midnight
Saturday - Sunday: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Building 84, Mountain Hall

(831) 582-4778
international@csumb.edu
University Corporation

Academic
(831) 582-4104
Monday - Thursday: 10 a.m. - 7:50 p.m.
Sundays: 4 p.m. - 7:50 p.m.
Tanimura and Antle Library,
2nd floor (room 2125)

Otter Sports Center

International Programs

Personal Growth and
Counseling Center
(831) 582-3969
Monday - Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Building 80

Veteran Affairs

Student Disability Resources

(831) 582-3085
veteran_services@CSU M B.edu
Building 47, Student Services

Tel: (831) 582-3672
Monday - Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Drop-in hours
Tuesdays: 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Wednesdays: 8:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Fridays: 12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Building 80

Dining
Dining Commons
Monday - Friday:
Breakfast: 7 a.m. - 10 a.m.
Continental: 10 a.m. - 11 a.m.
Lunch: 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Dinner: 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday - Sunday
Brunch: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Main Quad

Monterey County Rape
Crisis Center
Office: (831) 373-3955
24 Hour Crisis Line: 375-HELP (375-4357)

Doctors on Duty Marina
(831) 883-3330
Monday - Friday: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
3130 Del Monte Blvd

Spring 2016 Calendar
Campus Events

Academic
January 19-22 ~ Faculty planning days

February 5 ~ Decision MakingWorkshop

January 22 - Student Move-in

February 5 ~ Superhero Carnival

January 25 ~ First day of instruction

February 6 ~ Planting at Marina Dunes Preserve!

February 5 - Last day to add/drop classes

February 6 ~ Open Mic Night

February 19 - Enrollment census date

February 12 ~ Japanese Culture Festival

March 21-25 ~ Spring break

February 18 ~ Multicultural Greek Council Recruitment

March 28 ~ Fall 2016 advising begins

March 5 ~ Monterey County Science Fair 2016

March 31 ~ Cesar Chavez Day - Campus closed

March 17 ~ Lila Shahani Speaks

April 11 ~ Summer 2016 registration begins

March 21- 26 ~ President’s Speaker Series

April 18 ~ Fall 2016 registration begins

April 2 ~ Open Mic Night

May 13 ~ Last day of instruction

April 5 ~ Songs of Women Living with War

May 16-22 - Assessment/ final exam period

April 7 ~ Mending Monologues

May 18-20 - Capstone Festival

April 16 ~ Student Leadership Conference

May 21 - Commencement

May 10 ~ Eggs After Dark

May 23-27 - Faculty planning days

May 13 - Pay it Forward

Editorial
Policy

The Otter Realm is a student publication op journalism skills, and it is a forum for free
produced by the HCOM 389 class. Opinions expression of campus issues and news. The
expressed herein do not necessarily reflect Otter Realm Editorial Board will determine
the views of the Otter Realm, CSUMB admin what to print on these pages and reserves the
istration, faculty or staff.
right to edit for libel, space or clarity.
The Otter Realm serves two purposes: It is
Advertising revenue supports Otter Realm
a training lab for students who wish to devel publications and events. Letters to the Editor

should include first and last name and should
be less than 500 words, submitted via email.
The Otter Realm will not publish anonymous
letters and reserves the right to reject any Letter to the Editor for any reason.
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Student
veterans
club seeks
connections

5

WHERE in the
WORLD?

By Aubrie Layne

The Student Veterans Organization (SVO) is
a new club at California State University, Mon
terey Bay (CSUMB) that gives veterans an op
portunity to come together and meet other stu
dents like themselves and become more involved
on campus.
“Getting any club started can be like pulling
teeth. Fortunately when the club was initiated then
it was in good hands, hands of experience and ded
ication so for this group of individuals it was not
very difficult at all. I would say the most difficult
aspect is trying to get the club within standards that
the school lays out,” said Stephanie Babian, pres
ident of SVO.
The club’s main focus is the veterans. “The plan
that the SVO has for the veterans at CSUMB is to
create a community in which we can confide in,
depend on and help one another whenever there
is a need. We want to raise awareness to our fel
low classmates, staff and faculty of who we are
and where we have been and what has led us here.
Overall we hope to be more than a club, we hope
to connect veterans with the resources they need in
order to be successful,” said Babian.
Brian Strukan is the vice president of SVO. He
originally was the organizer for the club and was
surprised to see that CSUMB did not have a veter
ans club. In his experience at Monterey Peninsula
College, there is a club for veterans to connect and
get support from other veterans.
Strukan’s goal for student-veterans is: “To make
all veterans aware of the resources available to
them. We also want to build relationships with the
community and other students. We think it is im
portant for everyone to understand what our mil
itary veterans have done and what valuable skills
they can contribute to a variety of situations.”
The club wants to get established on campus
during the spring semester. Giving back to the
community, especially other veterans, is a priority
to the organization.
If you are interested in joining the club or be
coming more involved go to the Veterans Ser
vice office or contact Giselle Young, the Veter
an Services Coordinator at (831) 582-3085 or
giyoung@csumb.edu.

CAMPUS
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Statistics from Fall 2015

California State University Monterey Bay
opened its doors in fall 1995. The newly
established campus operated with a student
population of 654. In the 20 years since then,
the school has expanded to a student
population of more than 7,000, with numbers
only expected to grow in future years. Al though
the school is a host to many commuters from
neighboring cities, there is a growing
population of students from out-of-state and
even out-of-country.

Infographic by Goergette Ward

Although 98% of
students are
California residents,
CSUMB hosts Otters
from across the
country and theglobe.

This map illustrates the numerous locations that
students have come from to attend CSUMB

Top 3
States,
outside of
CA

Hawaii- 18 students

Zipcars to
CSUMB are

Washington- 18 students
Oregon- 16 students

Imminent
By D’Quan Stewart

The Monterey Bay area offers many attractions.
However, getting to them can be a challenge for
students who do not own a car and do not want
to use public transportation. This is an issue
the California State University, Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) Associated Students (AS) transportation
committee addressed.
Last year, Ian Olden, former AS president came
up with the idea to introduce Zipcars on campus.
Zipcar is a car rental service that provides hourly
rentals to members. AS hopes to have the program
in place at the start of the fall 2016 semester.
“The transportation committee was responsible
for coming up with solutions for transportation for
the students of CSUMB,” said Olden.
Olden said increased bus routes have helped
ease the transportation needs, but there still was
a demand for more options and flexibility. This is
when the Zipcar idea was finally put into place.
AS waited months before hearing back from
Zipcar and they eventually got a response from
the company.
“We met with Earl [Lawson, CSUMB Univer
sity Police Chief] and the Dean of Students; there
were some internal discussions and we got a pro
posal from Zipcar, then we got a proposal from
Enterprise and we have all the cost information
down,” said Olden.
CSUMB has met the eligibility requirements
from Zipcar and is now waiting for approval from
the university. CSUMB would start with two cars
to see how well the program goes. AS would be
responsible for marketing and providing designat
ed parking spaces for the cars. CSUMB students
would have the option of renting cars on an hourly,
not daily basis.
Students who are at least 18 years old, have a
valid driver’s license and pay a one time member
ship fee of $25 are eligible for the Zipcar program.
It is AS’s responsibility to keep in touch with the
progress of Zipcar with University administration.
The next steps are to have a meeting with Anya
Spear, the Associate Director of Campus Planning
and to develop a marketing plan.

This semester, CSUMB
admitted more than 320
international students,
representing 36
countries. Programs like
this give students around
the globe the opportunity
to experience the culture
of America, and more
specifically California.

Top 3 Countries outside ofGermany
the U.S
Japan
Norway
-9
-

Why did you choose CSUMB?
Brandon ElwinHawaii

"I came to CSUMB
because I wanted to
be close to the beach,
as I need that and I
also wanted to be
closer to the snow.’

Sindre HoltNorway

Jessica StaffordColorado

Johanna NiemeyerGermany

"I wanted to go
somewhere less
like Norway. My
friend went to
school here and
really enjoyed it"

"I was a Marine
Science major and
heard that the
program was great
here. I’ve always
wanted to live in
California too."

"I visited California for
the first time on
vacation and totally
loved it. When I saw
that my University
cooperates with
CSUMB it was clear for
me to go here for my
semester abroad!"
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WHATYouOtter Be DOING
2

1

31
Startup Weekend Monterey Bay

Financial Aid Workshops

Student Union Forum

Monday, February 1,2016, 8am - 6pm
Oaks Hall

Sunday, January 31,2016, 8am - 11pm
University Center - Lobby

Tuesday, February 2,2016, 12— 1:30pm
Student Center - West Lounge

BSU Block Party

Otter Showcase

3

Planting at Marina Dunes Preserve!

8

9

African American HIV/AIDS
Awareness

Saturday, February 6,2016,10am - 1pm
Off Campus Location (see event
description)

Tuesday, February 9,2016, 12 - 2pm
Student Center - Starbucks

Open Mic Night

World Candle Light Vigil

Saturday, February 6,2016,7 - 9:30pm
Student Center - East Lounge

Tuesday, February 9,2016, 11pm- 12am
Main Quad

Have A Heart

Care Team

Monday, February 15,2016,7:30am11:30pm
World Theater

Tuesday, February 16,2016,9 - 9:50am
Student Center Conference Room 113

Thursday, January 28, 2016, llam12pm
Business & Info Technology 235 Lecture
Rm

Friday, January 29,2016.6 - 8pm
Black Box Cabaret

4 Long Live Trayvon Martin: Walk &
Die-in

'Entrepreneurship Forum
11
Thursday, February 11,2016,4-6pm
University Center - Ballroom

Blood Donor Drive

Vagina Monologues 2016

Wednesday, February 10,2016,10am
-3pm
Student Center - West Lounge

Thursday, February 11,2016, 8 - 10pm
World Theater

AS Elections Candidate Orientation

Wednesday Night Anime

LGBT and Allied Advocates Meeting
Friday, February 5, 2016,6 - 8pm
Student Center - Conference Room 120

Thursday, February 4 2016,7pm - 12am
Black Box Cabaret

12

Saturday, January 30,2016,2:303:25pm
Kelp Bed (Otter Sports Center)

6

Superhero Carnival
Friday, February 5,2016, 12-2pm
Main Quad

Hunger Games: Mockingjay Part 2

Wednesday, February 10,2016,4-6pm
University Center - Ballroom

Wednesday, February 17,2016,6 - 8pm
Student Center - West Lounge

3

Thursday, February 4,2016,6:15 7:30pm
Main Quad

10 MSW Internship and Resource Fair

17

16

15

We Can Make You Laugh

Battle of The Sexes

Monday, February 1,2016, 12 - 2pm
Main Quad

Blue Crue Tailgate

President’s Sustainability Committee

Wednesday, February 3,2016,12-4pm
Main Quad

Wednesday, February 3,2016,7:308:50pm
Student Center - East Lounge

30

29

28

Japanese Culture Festival
Friday, February 12, 2016, 3 - 8pm
University Center - Living Room/Fireplace Room

International Club Meeting
Friday, February 12,2016,5 - 5:50pm
Student Center - West Lounge

Superhero Carnival
Friday, February 5,2016, 12-2pm
Main Quad

LGBT and Allied Advocates Meeting
Friday, February 5,2016,6 - 8pm
Student Center - Conference Room 120

13

Habitat Restoration at Fort Ord!

Saturday, February 13,2016, 10am - 1pm
Off Campus Location

Vagina Monologues 2016
Saturday, February 13,2016,8- 10pm
World Theater

18

New Otter Realm!!!

Wednesday, February 17,2016,810:30pm
Student Center - Conference Room 120

Get a bird's eye view of Marina
By Joey Bennett

Have you ever seen people descend
ing from the sky near East Campus and
wonder where they came from (other
than from the sky)?
The City of Marina offers a public
use airport, which has been open for
20 years. However, many people are
not aware of the facility and what it has
to offer.
Skydiving is offered at the airport
through Skydive Monterey Bay.
An interesting fact about having this
location for skydiving, is that it is “clos
er to the ocean than any other skydive
center in California,” according to Sky
dive Monterey Bay. With the “fastest
skydiving airplane in California,” skydivers experience dropping from 18,000
feet in the air.
But aside from skydiving, what does
the Marina Municipal Airport provide
for the local community?
As the newest airport on the Monterey
Peninsula, the airport does not receive
as much traffic. With 41 single engine
planes, three multiple engine planes

Provided by Briana Mackey

Sky diving session at Sky Dive Santa Barbara

ment, among other services.
2014. These ranged from short, local the east Police Field Office.
In September, Kemron Environmen
Due to the fact that this airport was
flights to stop overs for planes traveling
originally the Fritzsche Army Airfield tal Services requested to use the middle
long distances.
The Marina Municipal Airport also on Fort Ord during the 1960s, it has the tarmac area for “airborne fire suppres
sion and ignition activities.”
The City of Marina is deliberating
on this decision and if agreed upon,
Kemron will conduct six “activities”
throughout the next few years. This will
require the airport facilities to be shut
down for about 18 days. For all the us
and two jets, the municipal airport han has a fire station on its property which is infrastructure to accommodate fire and ages of the airport the City will be given
dled approximately 40,000 flights in located on 3260 Imjin Road, as well as police department personnel and equip $7,500 for the 39 month agreement.

Flying or falling, Marina's Airport has a few more things
going on than you would expect #Airport #MarinaCA

The Marina Municipal Airport is still
growing and has a Master Plan which
anyone can view on the City’s website.
Currently, the major attractions are
skydiving, local and regional transpor
tation and at times some odd jobs com
panies who could use an airport to help
further their productivity.

Segregated voting in Marina
own community.
“I feel like I live in limbo and that I
East Campus
live in a fake community because I have
residents cannot vote
no voice in the way it is,” said Michelle
in Marina elections,
Meisner, East Campus resident.
The Preston Park Apartments were
but Promontory
split in half with one half owned by Ma
residents can
rina and the other half owned by Fort
Ord Reuse Authority (FORA). Recently,
the half owned by FORA was bought by
the City of Marina.
By Kendall Avila
“Until recently FORA owned 50 per
cent of Preston Park value and [the] City
owned [the] other percent. The City paid
Voting time is around the corner $35 million to buy out FORA’s 50 per
and part of California State University,
Monterey Bay’s on-campus population
will not be able to vote in municipal
elections. Everyone East of Imjin Road
is not considered a citizen of Marina.
East Garrison and East Campus are
what they call “unincorporated lands of
Monterey County,” said Bruce Delgado,
Mayor of Marina.
“City limits are basically the sand
mining plant to the north of Marina,
out in the ocean 1/4 mile to the west,
Divarty Street to the south, and Imjin
Parkway through Ord Market to the
east. So, Preston and Abrams Parks on
the west side of Imjin are inside Marina,
but Fredericks and Schoonover and Ord
Market on the east side of Imjin Road
are outside Marina,” said Delgado.
People who live in these areas
have the Marina postal code but can
not participate as voters for their
People voting in Booths

cent, but Preston has always been with
in Marina City limits,” said Delgado.
Residents who live in the portion
of Preston Park that was recently an
nexed into Marina are thrilled. “Now
that I know we are allowed to vote in
city elections and voting time is com
ing up I can’t wait to represent a huge
portion of the college community
that will be missing in the voting pro
cess,” said Erika Kiseloff, Preston Park
Apartments resident.
With the new Promontory building,
students are able to represent the col
lege community in the city elections.

“I am happy to live in Promontory be
cause I have the chance to be a part of
my community in Marina. I didn’t know
that East Campus couldn’t vote in city
elections and I think that is unfair,” said
Roque Devine, Promontory resident.
“I think it is unfair that we have the
zipcode, but we can’t have a voice in the
community. I am registered to vote and
it sucks to know that I can’t even vote
for the city I live in,” said Ryan Nitz,
East Campus resident.
When asked whether there were plans
to annex East Campus into Marina Del
gado said: “No plans, just a strong de

sire to annex East Campus.”
Making East Campus part of the City
of Marina is a project that will take time
and money. There are other ways to
have a voice in the community though.
“East Campus can volunteer in Ma
rina, enroll their kids in the teen center,
the youth center, Marina Youth Soc
cer and can help organize community
events. They can do all a resident of the
City can do, except run for office or vote
in city elections. If East Campus resi
dents wanted to be full citizens of Ma
rina they could lobby for that. I support
annexation 100 percent,” said Delgado.

Provided by Google Commons
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ON
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CAMPUS 7

Profanity in a classroom?
In my opinion, fuck yeah!

How are you sticking
to your New Year's
resolutions?
"My New Year's resolution
was to be nicer to my little
sister and help her more
since she is still in high
school. And also to help my
parents with her. One of the
ways I will be able to help her
more and be nicer is to drive
her around since she can
not drive yet. Also, I can help
her with school, specifically
math or correct her papers
from time to time, since I am
strong in math."

TYLER HENDRICKS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, SOPHOMORE

" y New Year's resolution
M
was to start running... horri
ble, I know. So far I've only
ran twice, which is a lot for
me. But, I kayaked today and
I am exploring other forms
of physical activity through
nature. I do feel good though,
I have more energy!"

MICHELLE PATTERSON
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, JUNIOR

"I am hoping to eat healthier
and attend church more
in order to strengthen
my spirituality! I gave
up Starbucks, chips and
soda. I have been going to
church every Sunday since
December and taking the
priests messages to heart."

Inside Tanimura & Antle Family Memorial Library classroom

By Samantha Gray

Sometimes there aren’t words strong
enough to express that extra emphasis
other than a good profane slur. Cursing
with friends can be a casual way of life,
but does that go for a classroom setting
as well?
We are all adults and have heard these
terms on multiple occasions, but when
in a lecture hall our tendency towards
using profanity becomes hesitant.
“I think it’s a good way for people to
express themselves. It doesn’t take away
from the classroom if it’s being used in
an appropriate manner or adds to the
conversation. Not when it’s used to de
grade someone,” said Rachel Reinke, an
international student at California State
University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
In a poll of our readers, 62 percent of
CSUMB students said they feel a class
room is an appropriate setting to curse
and it can, in fact, add emphasis to a
conversation. The term “fuck” proved
to be the favorite curse word from the
same student survey as it is “simple yet
so complex,” followed closely by “shit.”
However, these views aren’t shared
with all. Carlos Alvarez, Kinesiolo
gy major, said: “I don’t think it’s okay
to curse. It shouldn’t be okay to curse
anywhere. It’s a form of disrespect

and kids nowadays use it in their ev
eryday language, so it makes them
less knowledgeable.”
Yet, it doesn’t mean that it can’t be
used appropriately or has to be refrained
from entirely. “They [students] also
appreciate that ideally a classroom is a
space to learn and employ academic dis
course and to be respectful of the other
members of the class. That said, there
are times when a profanity may com
municate most effectively and authen

Photo provided by CSUMB

knowledged. For instance, when did a
female dog suddenly turn into a deroga
tory word towards women?
The word “bitch” is used often and
openly, even on a handful of cable tele
vision shows, but it is a more complex
term. It can be used in the derogato
ry sense linking back to referring to a
woman as a dog in heat or can be used
in an empowering way as the famous
singer, Nicki Minaj, is not doubt a “Boss
Ass Bitch.”

“It’s easy to see that cursing is a part of everyday language
in America and college campuses themselves. This phenom
enon seemed to make a quick uproar over the past decades,
especially in younger cultures. But the meanings behind
them aren’t as commonly acknowledged”
tically a response to something under
consideration in a class,” said Dr. Ernest
Stromberg, Human Communications
professor.
When using these terms, it’s import
ant to actually understand the meaning
behind each. It’s easy to see that cursing
is a part of everyday language in Ameri
ca and college campuses.
This phenomenon seems to have
surged over the past decades, especially
in younger cultures. But the meanings
behind them aren’t as commonly ac

Justin Frago
raises awareness for students with
disabilities on campus

There’s something quite compelling
about using words like “fuck” in every
day phrases that, for some reason, help
release tension, stress or even pure ex
citement. The enjoyment of slipping it
into conversations is how it can so eas
ily be implemented into the classroom
conversations and brought to life during
heated debates. Whether it be deroga
tory or empowering, these words are a
part of our culture, even if that culture is
sitting at a desk taking notes.

Otter Realm
launches Spanish

podcast
By Estella Porras

YESENIA MENDEZ
PSYCHOLGY, SOPHOMORE

"My New Year's resolution is
to get in shape and to save
money. I plan to stick to it by
continuing my diet and by
avoiding going shopping."

NICOLE VAZQUEZ
PRE-LOW, SENIOR

"I plan on sticking to my
plan of dieting and exercising
more by continuing my
routine with teammates."

EVAN ZELLER
BUSINESSJUNIOR

All photos provided by Otter Realm Staff

A smiling Justin Frago

Photo by Zena McCartney

By Zena McCartney

ness for Disability Empowerment club
(SADE). Frago, who is also a student
assistant for the Student Disabilities Re
sources department at CSUMB, wanted
to bring life to a club that he felt needed
more representation.
“Disability awareness is not a priority
on this campus. The goal of SADE is to
provide resources, education and events
that empower students with disabilities
and their allies.”
SADE weekly meetings are set to be
gin again within the first couple weeks
of the semester. The club educates
members through videos, discussions
and events addressing issues related to
disabilities. On April 2 an event for In
ternational Autism Awareness Day will
be held.
Frago encourages students to join
SADE: “If you want to meet some of
the nicest people, with the most amaz
ing stories, SADE provides that space.
There are other people like me who will
never stop fighting for what is right. By
educating others about disabilities, we
breakdown the stigmas surround a mar
ginalized group. ”
For more information and upcom
ing events contact Frago by emailing
jfrago@csumb.edu.

Voices of students with disabilities on
campus are highly marginalized. One
California State University, Monterey
Bay (CSUMB) student is working to
change this.
Justin Frago, senior in Human Com
munication, is using his personal history
to improve opportunities for students
with disabilities at CSUMB.
Frago was a premature baby, because
of this, an oxygen tank was necessary
for the beginning three months of his
life. Then, at a young age he was diag
nosed with Asperger’s Syndrome. This
has motivated Frago to focus his efforts
on educating others about disabilities.
“People with disabilities used to live
in institutions because society was afraid
of what they did not understand. I want
to be the voice for people who cannot
advocate for themselves. Just because
someone is born with a disability does
not mean they should be underestimated
or put down, “ said Frago.
As the spring semester starts, students
are looking for clubs that represent who
they are as people and what they value.
About a year ago, Frago took on the
position of chair for the Student Aware

More than 9 million people speak
Spanish in California, sharing an ances
tral home of treasures, music and sto
ries. We are a family of speakers who all
use n, accents and jotas, and say without
trouble: rapido ruedan los carros cargados de azucar al ferrocarril.
Different accents and forms of the
Spanish language come together to form
a bond and communicate with each
other. Although some want to build a
wall of “Ingles only” bricks made from
fear and ignorance to separate cultures
and languages, millions of immigrants
or children of families who have lived
here for generations keep the language
alive. The Spanish language lives in
the memory and culture of its speakers,
and it is renewed day by day through
their interactions.
That's the reason the Otter Realm cre
ated El Reino de la Nutria, a podcast in
Spanish. The goal is to reach out to lis
teners who may have hundreds of choic
es in English but want to hear voices and
stories in their mother tongue. El Reino
de la Nutria wants to inform and cele
brate the culture and contributions of
Spanish speakers in California. In each
episode, listeners will feel the connec
tion, intimacy, and complicity sharing
the beauty of the language.
This podcast includes a series of inter
views that explore the stories of Latinas
and Latinos, particularly on the Central
Coast of California. The first season in
cludes interviews with the researcher in
linguistics, Gabriela Zapata; visual art
ist, Dionisio Mendoza; author, teacher
and researcher of Chicana/Latino Stud
ies, Marfa Villasenor; entrepreneur Elia
Rodrfguez; Archeologist Ruben Mendo
za; educator and advisor Omar Murillo,
and Dean of the College of Education at
CSUMB, Jose Luis Alvarado.
Subscribe to El Reino de la Nutria here:
soundcloud.com./elreinodelanutria.
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Went

By Kendall Avila

Put your yoga pants away, the holi
days are over and it is time to start think
ing about getting that hot summer bod.
Or, at least, not feeling like the stuffed
turkey you had at Thanksgiving.
To relieve the guilt of those ex
tra pounds, there are some easy and
healthy ways to shed them. Many stu
dents choose drastic dieting methods,
but there are alternative means to get
in-shape.
“Keep moving. I always try to stay
active everyday, whether it is getting on
the bike, walking around, working out,

ham on the

surfing or hiking,” said Dane Holmgren,
assistant volleyball coach and Kinesiol
ogy graduate. Holmgren recommends
mixing it up in the weight room to target
different muscle groups with each work
out.
Walking is a very effective form of
exercise. To add a little difficulty, walk
ing up hills or walking with weights can
promote weight loss.
“One pound of fat is equal to about
3,500 calories. Knowing that it is only
healthy to shed about two pounds per
week, it is best to maintain an adequate,
healthy diet and slowly increase your
caloric expenditure,” said Christopher
Cassidy, Kinesiology professor.
Calorie reduction and exercise are the
best ways to lose weight. You can help
the process by balancing nutrients and
cleansing your system. Doing simple
things, such as putting lemon or lime in
your water bottle, provides antioxidants
which flushes out toxins in your system.
“The most effective means to lose
body weight, and especially fat mass,
is a combination of lowering calories
and exercising,” said George Beckham,

holiday

ham?

Kinesiology professor. “Doing resis
tance training with multiple sets of six
to 10 repetitions, with moderately heavy
weight a few times per week in combi
nation with caloric restriction will be
the most effective for weight loss and is
especially effective for fat loss. The best
resistance training exercises are multi
joint, full-body exercises with free
weights (dumbbells and barbells). Exer
cises like squats, lunges, bench presses
and rows aren’t fancy, but they give you
the most bang for your buck.”
These types of exercises are great for
losing weight while toning your body at
the same time, but they can be hard on
your joints.
Some disagree that weight training is
the best way to shed pounds.
“Weight training isn’t the most advan
tageous way of burning calories due to
fats not being the main substrate being
used and muscle contains more water
than fat, you may even see an increase in
weight. To oxidize fat more efficiently
you would want to go for a long jog, or
even better for you joints, a long swim,”
said Cassidy.

What’s happening at the World
Theater this spring?

Provided by Creative Commons

A new home for
HCOM

By Elizabeth Hensley, World Theater Marketing Assistant

The World Theater heats up this
spring as we prepare to launch into a
season of exciting shows and commu
nity involvement. Along with welcom
ing a plethora of top-notch performers
through the Performing Arts Series, the
World Theater continues to give back to
loyal patrons through the Golden Pass
port Loyalty Program, offering a free
gift to everyone who attends all three
of these featured performances. We will
also continue to keep the community
informed through our blog, posted on
csumb .edu/worldtheater.
* On Saturday, March 12 at 8 p.m.,
Noche Flamenca featuring Soledad
Barrio will leave the World Theater’s
audience spellbound through a fine
frenzy of music and dance in the form
of flamenco.
Founded in 1993 by Martin Santange
lo and his awardwinning wife Soledad
Barrio, the dance company’s mission is
to: “captivate its audiences through its
live performances and to evoke in them
the vivid and expansive sea of passion
and emotion that is flamenco,” and
Noche Flamenca have been doing just
that for audiences around the world.

Direct from Los Angeles, the Lula
Washington Dance Theatre (LWDT)
will enthrall guests on Saturday, April
16 at 8 p.m., with their powerful inter
pretative dance, evoking stories from
African American culture and life.
An accomplished dancer, Lula
Washington earned her Master of Fine
Arts in Dance at UCLA and is the
founder and and artistic director of
LWDT. “The Company has danced in
over 150 cities in the United States,
as well as abroad in Germany, Spain,
Kosovo, Mexico, Canada, China,
and Russia,” according to the website.
Just in time for Mother’s Day, Maria
chi Reyna de Los Angeles returns to the
World Theater on Thursday, May 5 and
Friday, May 6, at 7:30 p.m. This talent
ed all-female mariachi group began in
1994 and continues to redefine the tradi
tionally male dominated genre.
Together they have performed for
celebrities such as Tom Cruise, Oprah
Winfrey and President and Mrs. Obama.
Mariachi Reyna de Los Angeles is a
World Theater tradition you won’t want
to miss.
Keep an eye out for additional per

formances that may be added through
out the academic semester. For pricing
information and for questions about the
Golden Passport Loyalty Program or the
Performing Arts Series performances,
visit the World Theater MF 10 a.m. 5 p.m. at 5260 Sixth Ave. Seaside, CA.
93955 or call at (831) 582-4580.

HCOM and SBGS
Departments
Relocate to
Building 201
By Joey Bennett
Photo by LaMarcus Bailey

Ticket Prices
General Admission: $29

Gold Circle: $40
Senior (55+)& Military: $25
CSUMB Faculty/Staff: $15
Alumni, Young Adult, NonCSUMB
Student: $15
CSUMB Student & Children (12 and
under): $10

Group Rates are also available.

The
Human
Communications
(HCOM) and Social, Behavioral and
Global Studies (SBGS) departments
have moved to the first floor of building
201 which is located at the intersection
of Inter-Garrison Rd. and 6th Ave.
“After the construction of the Busi
ness and Information Technology (BIT)
building, there were opportunities for
departments across California State
University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) to
reassess their space needs. HCOM has
been cramped for years-scattered across
three buildings-so this seemed like
a good chance to find a way to obtain
more space for faculty offices and have
most of us in one building,” said David

Reichard, professor and department
chair of HCOM.
The space is new and things are like
ly to continue to change in the next
few months, as professors and facul
ty members begin to settle into their
new offices.
“Stop by to take a look, find your
professors and explore our new HCOM
home!” Reichard invites students to see
the new space and learn the locations
where students will now be meeting
professors for office hours.
The University Corporation building
(Bldg. 201), also holds Cinematic Arts
office, the Study Abroad office, as well
as the local NPR station, 90.3 KAZU.
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In Memory of George Redmon

A face to never be
forgotten
By Briana Mackey

A precious part of the California State
University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
community was lost on Jan. 2, 2016
when George Redmon, senior Psychol
ogy major, passed from health compli
cations at 60 years old. Redmon initially
came to CSUMB fall 2007 as a fresh
man and has been a stalwart in the Psy
chology program since.
He was one of the first students to de
clare a psychology major when the pro
gram split from Social and Behavioral
Sciences in 2007. With no advisors set

was a course assistant for Dr. Kathryn
England-Aytes, Psychology Lecturer. “I
often used George as an example of de
termination and persistence for students.
He always listened to students without
making them feel like they were whin
ing. He had his wife email me when he
was in intensive care unit (ICU), saying
he wanted her to read personal state
ments to him so he could help them edit
them,” said England-Aytes.
No matter what was going on in his
personal life, Redmon made it a prior
ity to be there for others. Lofgren also
mentions while Redmon was in the ICU,
he called her from the hospital phone

“George was a man who would make
you feel like your words, your ideas
and your emotions mattered’’
in the department, Redmon, Christina
Lofgren, Academic Advisor for Psy
chology and a few others were part of a
peer mentorship program started by Jen
nifer Dyer-Seymour, Chair of the Psy
chology department, to help facilitate
incoming students.
“He was such a role model. I knew
everything that was going on with him
that the people didn’t know and he still
would get up and get on that bus and
he’d be in the front row of class. He bat
tled through a lot of things and I hear a
lot of student’s complain on a daily ba
sis. I never heard George complain. He
just didn’t. He wanted to be here so bad
and he was so happy to,” said Lofgren.
While completing his capstone
Redmon realized he wanted to be
come a teacher and in fall 2015 he

just to ask how she was doing. When
he was out of the hospital “he made ap
pointments with me all the time. Nev
er no showed on me and would make
appointments just to talk. But all the
time, how are you doing chrissy? How’s
things? Always, just a kind soul,”
said Lofgren.
“George was a man who would make
you feel like your words, your ideas and
your emotions mattered” said Shan
ley Newman, a CSUMB alum and past
course assistant with Redmon. “College
is academically and socially difficult
enough in many aspects and as a course
assistant and fellow student he would
ease that difficulty. George could be
friends with nearly anyone and when
it came to his writing critiques, he had
an eloquent and effective way of mold

ing essays and personal statements into
works of literary art.”
Even outside of the classroom, Red
mon was a huge presence. Not only was
he a founding member of CSUMB’s
Student Awareness for Disability Em
powerment (SADE) Club, he participat
ed in the first SADE Affinity Graduation
ceremony in spring 2015 in high hopes
of completing his bachelor’s.
“The smile on his face when he was
up there knowing he was walking across
that stage to shake Ochoa’s hand is
priceless,” said Lofgren. Redmon was
a dedicated, selfless and generous man.
Before coming to CSUMB he served
as a Volunteer Advisory Committee
Member for Monterey Salinas Transit,
was an active volunteer at the Marina
Veterans’ Transition Center, a Peer Men
tor at Monterey Peninsula College and
a Crisis Line Intervention Counselor.
“George joked with students that they
could call him anytime to talk about
the class, or anything else, because he
had volunteered on a suicide hotline, so
there was nothing they couldn’t handle
together,” said England-Aytes.
The psychology department may
have lost an important member, but he
will never be forgotten. A campus me
morial service is stll being finalized and
will be announced on https://csumb.
edu/psychology. Our thoughts and our
sympathy are with George’s wife Kar
en, his family and friends during this
difficult time.
Counseling services are also being
provided to members of the CSUMB
community through the Personal
Growth and Counseling Center (PGCC)
at csumb.edu/ pgcc, (831) 582-3969.

(Left to right) George’s niece, Dr. Kathryn England-Aytes, George Redmon, George's wife Karen and Christina Lofgren after graduation

George Redmon at graduation of spring 2015

Christina Lofgren & George Redmon

All photos provided by Christina Lofgren

El Reino de la Nutria
Un podcast con acento, enes y substancia que celebra las voces de Latino/as en la
Costa Central de California
A podcast with accent, enes, and substance celebrating the voices of Latina/nos in the
Central Coast of California
PRODUCED BY OTTER REALM
soundcloud.com.elreinodelanutria

Direction Estella Porras

@reinodelanutria
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New Year's semester’s
resolution
By Joey Bennett

New semester, new you!
Did last semester catch you
off guard? Or do you just want
to get better grades? Well now
is the time to do so! Even if
you’ve already fallen behind on
a New Year’s resolution, you
can still make a sew semester’s
resolution!
Here are a few on campus re
sources that you can use through
out the semester to ensure an ex
cellent GPA boost.
First, there’s the Center for
Student Success (CSS). CSS is
a provider of all-around general
support.

The PGCC also offers Cam
pus Chaplaincy & Spirituality
Support to those who require
pastoral care on campus. “The
Chaplains serve all students, fac
ulty and staff regardless of reli
gious tradition or denomination,”
according to the PGCC website.
The Cooperative Learning
Center (CLC), is known for its
various tutoring opportunities.
With subjects from math, sci
ence, writing, English as a sec
ond language, world languages
and more, students have this free
service to help them with their
classes.

Cooperative Learning Center
(Formerly known as ASAP)

Center For Advising Career
and Student

Success
At the CSS, you are given a
Student Success Advisor who
can assist you in various man
ners: professor communication,
managing your time with work,
school, friends and life in gener
al. Some other ways of assistance
include: how to get involved on
campus, how to reduce test anx
iety as well as stress and ways to
improve note taking as well as
how to set goals efficiently.
To schedule an appointment
for the CSS, simply visit their
website, csumb.edu/css.
The Personal Growth and
Counseling Center (PGCC) on
campus is here to support stu
dents who require counseling
due to certain circumstances.

Personal Growth and
Counseling Center

PGCC offers a variety of ser
vices from crisis and individual
counseling, as well as mental
health screenings. Mental health
screenings are also available on
line at screening.mentalhealthscreening.org/CSUMB.
Mental health screenings help
diagnose your thoughts as well
as what you should ask for help
with when you meet with your
counselor. It is suggested that
you take this before you come in.

“Students should visit the
CLC because of the guidance tu
tors provide not only for course
materials but also for learning
about one’s own learning pro
cesses. I love being a CLC Co
ordinator because of the way
tutors and staff collectively solve
problems, assess challenges and
celebrate our successes,” said
Lauren Macdonald, CLC writing
coordinator.
CLC also conducts work
shops, citation stations, study
halls and other community gath
erings to help provide students
with free opportunities to better
their education.
It is always possible to
schedule an appointment at
cstimb.edu/clc.
The Campus Service Center
(CSC), is the place where you
can go to take a new picture
for your OtterCard or to simply
replace it for $10. If you need
information or a form for Ad
missions, Financial Aid or the
Registrar, the CSC is the place
to visit.

work to future career goals.
Every professor will have their
office hours posted on their syl
labus or on iLearn.

Now
entering
otter
territory

Otter Sports Center

The Otter Sports Center gym
nasium contains a variety of ma
chines which are available to all
students free with only their stu
dent ID required for entry. There
are four separate rooms with one
emphasizing on weight lifting,
while the other two have cardio
workout machines. The final
room can be used to play rac
quetball or for yoga if the space
is available. The gymnasium also
offers a spa which anyone can
use to help relax after an exhaust
ing workout.
Tanimura & Antle Family
Memorial Library:

Tanimura & Antle Library

The library has an abundance
of resources to take advantage of.
One of the many resources is
its research database. If you are
having difficulties finding jour
nal or scholarly articles, the li
brarians and csumb.edu/library
website can help you narrow
your search results and find in
formation that has been peer re
viewed. It is free for students to
view and is acceptable for your
coursework as a citation.
Another resource at the library
is simply the books available
throughout the upper levels of
the building. You may also see
what is in the library by visiting
the circulation desk at the bottom
floor, or by viewing the library’s
Campus Service Center
catalog.
Good luck!
So, as Effie Trinket once said,
“
May
the odds be ever in your
Faculty Office Hours:
favor...
”
People actually go to those?
Office hours are one of the best
ways to help stay on track with
your course. Your professor is a
great resource when it comes to
discussing anything from home

MB
OTTER ATHLETICS
2016
HOME
OPENERS

Baseball
Softball
Water Pollo

January 29
January 30
January 30

#otterritory

You Otter know about the Monterey Bay
Aquarium's new app
By Georgette Ward

Monterey Bay has one of the
most renowned aquariums in the
United States.
The Monterey Bay Aquarium
(MBA) is the sixth largest and
best aquarium in the world, ac
cording to the Conservationist
Institute
With a large variety of species
and exhibits, it can be challeng
ing to make sure you’ve taken
away the most you can from your
experience. To help out with this
dilemma, MBA created a free ap
plication compatible with Apple
iPhone and iPod Touch in order
to better serve their visitors.
The application includes:
Postcards - Which allows
visitors to customize profes
sional photos provided by the

aquarium, creating postcards
that are available to use and
share via Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.
Explore - This function pro
vides visitors with the daily
times for feeding shows, as well
as other programs. With this, you
can also set reminders for events
in case you lose track of time. It
also includes a “check off’ but
ton which is meant to help visi
tors track their experience.
Aquarium Map-An interactive
map that simplifies navigation of
the aquarium by pinpointing the
visitor’s location and emphasiz
ing the whereabouts of animals,
exhibits and services.
Dining at the Aquarium - this
feature allows visitors to find out
about the food options at MBA,
including the hours of operation
and contact information.

The app also includes fun facts
and information about the ani
mals, tips to assure you get the
most from your visit and general
information about the Aquariums
contacts, hours of operation and
more.
Justin Bishop-Williams, a se
nior at California State Univer
sity, Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
said: “I used the app for the first
time when I last visited. I got to
schedule a penguin feeding show
into my visit and made some su
per cute postcards to send to my
family.”
Only a 15-minute drive from
CSUMB, the establishment
makes for a great weekend visit
and with their new app you can
customize and simplify your next
experience.

Because they might not be able
to care for you someday...
You may think your family will be able to care for you when
you need it However, rarely can families provide care that is
required 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. CalPERS Long-Term
Care can give you peace of mind in knowing you will have care
when you need it.

Did you know?
41% of long-term care is
provided to people under 65

Sea Breeze

to help cover the cost associated
with injury, disease, disability.

APARTMENTS
3094 Lake Dr. Marina One & Two BD
remodeled apts., covered parking, laundry,
CSUMB adjacent (831) 384-3443
www.seabreezeapts.net

Find out more about Long-Term Care and see if you qualify at
WhyLongTermCare.org or by calling (800)-205-2020

WhyLongTermCare.org

(800) 205-2020

CalPERS
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Caption Contest
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AMAZE-ing
Each issue, the Otter Realm will feature a photo that
needs a caption. Send your caption to us, and we
will post the winner at otterrealm.com

Any CSUMB student and resident of Monterey
County may enter their captions. Good luck!

Send your submissions to
otterrealm@csumb.edu
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Andre Sitolini,
Second Year CART Major

12 - Student Center
14 - Otter Express
16 - Dining Commons
18 - Heron Hati
28 - World Theater
29 - University Center (book store)
30 - Music Hall

47 - Student Services
S3 - Chapman Science Center

71-73 • Visual & Public Arts
81 - Black Box Cabaret
82 - University Police
90 • Otter Sports Center
97 - Alumni & Visitors Center
98 - Meeting House
506 - Business & Information Technology
508 • Tanimura & Antle Library
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